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A Tapered  Phased Array Ultrasound  Transducer for 
Hyperthermia  Treatment 

Abstracl-An ultrasonic  tapered  phased  array transducer,  consist- 
ing  of a linear  phased  array  employing elements with a tapered thick- 
ness,  was developed  to  study  the  feasibility  of  its use for  hyperthermic 
treatment of deep-seated  tumors. The  cylindrical focal  region is  gen- 
erated  and  steered in two dimensions by controlling  the  phases of the 
driving signals  on each  element  and  moved  in  the  third  dimension by 
changing  the  driving  frequency.  Experimentally  obtained  field  inten- 
sity distributions  are in  good  agreement  with  theoretical  predictions. 
Acoustical  power  output  measurements  indicate  that  tapered  phased 
arrays are capable of providing  the  intensities  necessary for  producing 
therapeutic  temperatures in tumors. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

T HE  USE of  hyperthermia in the  treatment  of  cancer 
had its  origin in the  medical  practices  of  Roman  phy- 

sicians,  such  as  Hippocrates, as early as  2000  BC  [l]. 
Interest in hyperthermia  was  renewed in the  late  1800’s 
due to  research by W. Busch  in  1866 on  heat-related  tu- 
mor  regressions [ l ]  but  diminished  with  the  discovery of 
X rays  and the  use  of  radiotherapy in the  treatment  of  can- 
cer. Within  the  past decade,  however, there  has  been  a 
renewed  interest in  hyperthermia  based  on  research  indi- 
cating  that  cancer  cells  are  more  sensitive  to  increased 
temperatures (42-45°C) than are  normal  cells.  Most  data 
available to date  indicate  that  reduced  tumor pH,  position 
in the  cell  growth  cycle,  and  decreased  nutrient  supply  are 
among  the  more  important  factors in determining  the  in- 
trinsic  sensitivity  of  tumor  cells  to  hyperthermia [ l ] .  For- 
tunately,  cells  that  are  heat  resistant  are  often  the  most 
sensitive  to  radiation  therapy  [2].  In  fact,  the  synergistic 
effect  of  hyperthermia  and  radiation  therapy  has  been  well 
documented  and is perhaps  the  most  useful  application of 
hyperthermia  [3],  [4]. 

Many  different  modalities,  such as  microwaves,  ultra- 
sound,  and  radio  frequency  currents,  have  been used to 
produce  local  hyperthermia.  Each of these  techniques  has 
different  physical  constraints  that  can  limit  its  applicabil- 
ity to particular  tumor  locations.  The  intensity  of  unfo- 
cused  high-frequency  microwaves  (400-2450 MHz) is 
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reduced by a  factor  of e- ’  at  depths of  only 1-3 cm,  due 
to  high  absorption in the  tissue  [5].  Focusing  the  micro- 
wave  energy  at  these  frequencies  can  increase  the  depths 
of  penetration to 5 or 6 cm.  Lower  frequency  microwaves 
( 10-50 MHz)  can penetrate  to  depths of approximately 
12  cm but because  of  the  long  wavelengths (37  to 185 
cm) cannot  be  focused  for  localization  within  the body 

Ultrasound, in the  0.3-  to  3.0-MHz  frequency  range, 
has  several  properties  that  favor  its  use in localized  hy- 
perthermia.  Due to its  short  wavelength  and  favorable  ab- 
sorption  characteristics,  ultrasonic  energy  can  be  focused 
into  a  smaller  region  and  achieve  a  greater  depth of pen- 
etration  than  can  microwave  energy  [6].  As  a  result  of  this. 
focusing  advantage,  ultrasound  is  capable of creating  a 
temperature  rise in a tumor  deep  inside  the body  which  is 
more  uniform  and  controllable  than  that  produced by  mi- 
crowave  energy  [7]. 

The  disadvantages  of  using  ultrasound  for  hyperthermia 
are  primarily  related  to  impedance  mismatches  that  are 
present  at  tissue-air or tissue-bone  interfaces  and  the  high 
absorption  of  ultrasound in bone  (approximately 15 times 
greater  than  that of soft  tissues  [S]).  Ultrasound  is  almost 
totally reflected at  tissue-air  interfaces,  which  can  result 
in standing  waves or scattering  and  increased  attenuation 
of  the  ultrasound,  depending  upon  the  size  and  shape  of 
the  air  pockets.  Local  hot  spots  at  tissue-bone  interfaces 
can  result  from  both  the  high  longitudinal  attenuation  and 
mode  conversion  from  longitudinal  to  even  more  highly 
attenuated  shear  waves  [8].  This is a  common  clinical 
problem  that  can  result in an  aborted  treatment if the  pa- 
tient  experiences  excessive  pain  [9]. 

There  are  several  ultrasound  systems  currently  being 
used to  produce  deep  localized  hyperthermia,  some  of 
which  employ  multiple  transducers  arranged so that  their 
fields overlap within  the tumor  volume. A recently  de- 
veloped  system  uses 30  focused  transducers  mounted in a 
hexagonal  configuration [ 101. The  individual  transducers, 
as well as the  entire  array of  transducers,  can  be  posi- 
tioned  mechanically  to  control  the  shape  and  position of 
the  system  focal  region.  Clinical  data  from  the  use  of  this 
system  are  limited  since  it  has  only  recently  been  devel- 
oped,  and  critical  evaluations of  its  performance  are  not 
yet  available. 

Another  multiple  transducer  system,  employing  six  un- 
focused  transducers,  has  been  used in clinical  trials [ 1 l]. 

[51. 
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The  configuration  of the transducers  can  be  manipulated 
prior to  the  treatment  to  adjust  the  system  focal  region, 
but the  unit  must  remain fixed in space  for  the  duration  of 
the  treatment.  The  major  problem with this  system  has 
been  the  inability  to  control or  modify,  during  treatment, 
the  deposition  of  the  ultrasonic  energy  used  for  heating. 
This usually  results in the  development  of hot spots in the 
normal  tissues  surrounding  the  tumor  which  can  produce 
pain  intolerable  to  the  patient  and  cause  the  treatment  to 
be  terminated  prematurely 1121. Due to the  large  size of 
the  transducer  assembly,  both  of  these  multiple  transducer 
systems  require  large  acoustic  access  windows to treat  tu- 
mors  at  appreciable  depths. 

A mechanically  scanned  focused  transducer  has  also 
been  used  to  produce deep  localized  ultrasound  hyper- 
thermia [7], [ 131. The focal  region  is  swept  in  a  predeter- 
mined  scan  path,  usually  around the  periphery of the  tu- 
mor, by moving  the  transducer. To achieve preferential 
heating  at  the  tumor  with  this  system.  the  radiating  area 
of  the  transducer  must  be  large  compared  to  the  cross  sec- 
tion of its focal  region [14]. 

None  of  the  systems  currently used for  treating  deep- 
seated  tumors is capable  of  three-dimensional  focal  region 
placement  without  some  type  of  mechanical  movement  of 
the  transducers.  Clearly,  new  types of ultrasonic  trans- 
ducers  that  can  more  accurately  and efficiently heat deep- 
seated  tumors  while  minimizing  the  heating  of  surround- 
ing  normal  tissues are  needed. An alternative  approach  to 
mechanical  alignment of multiple  transducers or mechan- 
ical  scanning  of  one or more  transducers is to  use  an  ul- 
trasonic  phased  array. A phased  array  offers  the  alterna- 
tive of electronic  scanning  of  a  focused  beam  without 
movement of the  transducer  assembly.  The  focus  can  be 
generated  and  positioned in three  dimensions by control- 
ling  the  phases of the  signals  driving  each  array  element 
so that  constructive  interference is achieved  at  the  desired 
field point. By readjusting  the  phases  periodically,  the  fo- 
cus  can  be  scanned  over  any  three-dimensional  path  at  a 
rate  much  faster  than  that of a  mechanically  scanned  sys- 
tem.  The  short  time  between  scans can  result in a  smaller 
temperature  variation  at  any  location. Also, the  scan path 
can  be  changed  quickly to maintain  the  desired  normal 
and  tumor  tissue  temperatures. 

The  complexities of phase  control,  many  amplifiers,  and 
complex  fabrication  techniques  can  be  reduced if ,  instead 
of  a  complete  two-dimensional  array  of  elements,  a 
stacked  linear  phased  array [IS] ,  or a  one-dimensional 
phased  array  composed of elements  that  have  a  tapered 
thickness [16], 1171 is employed.  Herein  we  are  con- 
cerned  with  the  latter  type  which is illustrated in Fig. 1 .  
The region  along the  length  of  the  element  that  has  a 
thickness  resonant  at  the  frequency  of  the  driving  signal 
will  produce  the  greatest  acoustical  power  output.  Thus 
different  regions  along the  length  of  the  element  can  be 
excited by changing  the  frequency  of  the  continuous  wave 
(cw) signal  driving  the  element.  Frequency  shifting  has 
been used  in other  transducer  designs  to  produce  beam 
movement [ 181. A tapered  phased  array  allows  the  focal 

Fig. 1 .  Diagram of ultrasonic  tapered  phased  array 

region to  be  swept in two  dimensions by controlling  the 
phases  of  the cw signals  and in the  third  dimension by 
controlling  the  frequency of those  signals.  This  tapered 
array  would  have the  square  root  of N elements  compared 
with N elements  for  a  two-dimensional  array with the  same 
center-to-center  spacing  of  elements.  This  paper  dis- 
cusses  the  design  considerations  and  the  results  from  ini- 
tial  testing  of  a  tapered  phased  array  transducer  to  deter- 
mine  the  feasibility  of  using  such  a  transducer for 
hyperthermia  treatment. 

11. THEORY 

The  dimensions  associated with the  tapered  phased  ar- 
ray elements  are  shown in Fig. 1 .  The height of  an  ele- 
ment h corresponds  to its dimension in the y direction. 
The  element width  and  center-to-center  spacing  are W and 
d, respectively.  The  overall  length of  the  array in the x 
direction  is L.  The  steering  angle is the  angular  position 
of the focus with  respect to  the x = 0 plane. 

The  element  center-to-center  spacing d is of particular 
interest  since  it  affects the  location  of  the  grating  lobes 
which, in general,  can  appear in the real or visible  region 
( -90" < 8 90°,  where 8 is the  observation  angle) in 
addition to  the  main  lobe  and  its  side  lobes.  The  grating 
lobes  also  result  from  constructive  interference  from  each 
element,  and  their  presence,  for a fixed acoustical  power 
output,  decreases  the  energy in the  focal  region [ 191. The 
angular  location  of  the  nth  grating  lobe $,, is given by 

where 4n is in the y = 0 plane, X is  the  wavelength,  and 
n = k l ,  +2,  + 3 ,  etc., specifies  the order of the  grating 
lobe.  When a  beam  steering  angle of Bo is introduced,  the 
angular  location of the  nth  grating  lobe is given by 



From  this  relation  the  position  for  the  nth-order  grating 
lobe  along x for  constant z = zo is  approximately 

If d is equal to X,  the  grating  lobes  will  be  absent  for  a 
steering  angle  of O " ,  but  they  will be  present  for a  nonzero 
value  of Bo and  will  increase in amplitude  with  increasing 
magnitude  of Bo [19]. On  the  other  hand, if d < X/2, 
then  no  grating lobes will  exist  for  any  steering  angle. 
Since  grating  lobes  are  a  result  of  the  periodic  spacing  of 
the  array  elements,  they  may  also  be  avoided  by  spacing 
the  elements  unequally.  However,  the  sidelobe  ampli- 
tudes in these  aperiodic  arrays  are  significantly  increased 
1201. 

To minimize  the  number  of  elements  and  associated 
phasing  and  amplifier  hardware  for an array of fixed length 
L and to maximize  the  acoustical  power  output  from an 
element, it is desirable  to  make  the  elements as wide as 
possible  without  significantly  decreasing  the  energy in the 
focal  region. To accomplish  this,  the  ratio  of  wavelength 
to  center-to-center  spacing h / d  should  be  made  greater 
than the  value  of  sin Bo for  the  maximum  beam  steering 
angle.  For  example, if the  largest  tumor  to  be  treated is 5 
cm in diameter  and  is  located at a  minimum  depth  of 10 
cm,  the  largest  steering  angle  required  is  approximately 
14".  From (2) with d = 0.8h, the  focus  can  be  steered 
off axis by 14"  without  the  center of the first grating  lobe 
appearing in the  visible  field.  Therefore,  using  a  center- 
to-center  spacing of 0.8X instead  of X/2 would  decrease 
the  total  number  of  elements in the  array  without  decreas- 
ing  the  energy  in  the  focused  main lobe. 

The region of excitation  for  the  tapered  array will be 
centered  on  that  portion  of  the  element  having  a  thickness 
resonant  at  the  applied frequency.  The  extent of the re- 
gion  of  excitation in the y direction  is  determined by the 
rate of taper and by the  mechanical  quality  factor Q, of 
the  ceramic. A crude  approximation  of Q,, for an air- 
backed  transducer is given by 

where pmc, is the  product  of  density  and  sound  velocity 
in the  transducer  material,  and poco is the  product  of  den- 
sity  and  sound  velocity in the  loading  medium [2 l] .  How- 
ever,  losses within  the  material,  mounting losses,  and  the 
narrow  width  of  the  elements cause  the  actual Q, to be 
significantly lower  than  the  value  computed  using  (4). 
These  additional  losses  reduce  the  energy  radiated  by  the 
elements. 

The  theoretical  determination  of  the  intensity field pat- 
terns  of  the  array  must  include  the  variations in the  output 
along  the  height  of  the  tapered  elements.  First,  consider 
the  electrical  analog  of  a  lossless  mechanical  piezoelectric 
transducer  of  uniform  thickness  near  resonance  as  shown 
in Fig.  2(a) [22]. The  acoustic  power radiated by the 
transducer  is  analogous  to  the  average  power  dissipated 

(b) 
Fig. 2 .  Equivalent electrical circuits of piezoelectric transducers. (a) Uni- 

form thickness. (b) Tapered thickness. 

in R,. In  terms  of  the  properties  of  the  ceramic  and  radia- 
tion  medium, R,, can  be  expressed  as 

where p. and c. are,  respectively,  the  density  and speed 
of  sound in the  radiation  (loading)  medium, d,, is the  ce- 
ramic  thickness, e, ,  is  the  piezoelectric  constant,  and S is 
the  equivalent  radiating  surface  area  of  the  ceramic [22]. 
At  resonance  the  equivalent  electrical  circuit  of  the  trans- 
ducer  will  look  like  a  resistance R,, in  parallel  with a ca- 
pacitance Co. The  tapered  element  can  be  modeled using 
a  distributed  network  of  these  equivalent  circuits,  as 
shown in Fig.  2(b).  The  capacitance C; is the  equivalent 
parallel  capacitance  of  all  of  the  branches  of  the  network. 
The  impedance  of  one  resistance-inductance-capacitance 
(RLC) branch  of  this  model  can  be  expressed  as 

where 

1 
W ,  = 

(Ln cn 
is the  resonance  frequency  of  the  nth  branch.  When  the 
network  is  driven by a  signal  of  frequency W = w1, the 
position  along the  height  of  the  element  corresponding  to 
the  branch with W, = w 1  will generate  the  greatest  acous- 
tical power  output.  The  relative  radiated  power W,, from 
R, in any  branch  can  be  expressed  as 
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where V is the  voltage  applied  to  the  element.  Except  for 
the  thickness d, of  the  ceramic,  the  remaining  parameters 
in ( 5 )  will be  independent  of  the y position  along  the  ele- 
ment.  Equation ( 5 )  can be rewritten in terms of the  cor- 
responding  resonance  frequency W ,  of  the  branch  contain- 
ing R,  as 

where C is the  speed of sound  in  the  ceramic.  Substituting 
(8) and (6) into (7) yields 

L J 

where 

From (6) it is clear  that  the  impedance  for  all  of  the 
branches,  except  for  the resonant branch, will be  com- 
plex.  This  will  result  in  a  phase  shift  of  the  current  with 
respect  to  the  applied  voltage.  Thus  the  phase  of  the 
acoustic  pressure  will  vary  along  the y direction  of  the 
element.  This  phase  shift $ derived  from (6) can  be  ex- 
pressed as 

Using (9) and (lo), the  relative  magnitude  and  phase of 
the  acoustic  output  along  the  height of an  element  can  be 
calculated. 

111. DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
An important  design  consideration  for  the  tapered 

phased array,  and  indeed  any  hyperthermia  applicator,  is 
the  intensity  gain  required  to  preferentially  heat  the  tu- 
mor.  Without  preferential  heating,  normal  as  well  as  tu- 
mor  tissues will be heated to  therapeutic  temperatures. 
The  array  must  provide  time-averaged  intensity  gain so 
that the  intensity,  averaged  over  a  complete  scan  of  the 
tumor, is greater at the  tumor  location  than at  the  body 
surface  and  all  other  locations  within  intervening  normal 
tissues.  This  gain, G,,, is defined as  the  ratio  of  the time- 
averaged  intensity at  the  tumor  center  to  the time-aver- 
aged  intensity at  the  body  surface.  Assuming  for  this  anal- 
ysis  that the  time-averaged  intensities  at  the  body  surface 
and  at  the  tumor  are  uniform in the x direction,  a G, 
greater  than  one is obtained  by  making  the  length  of  the 
array  long  compared to the  tumor  diameter [ 151. 

The  results  of  several  theoretical  studies of tumor  heat- 
ing  using  scanned  focused  ultrasound  at 500 kHz  have 
been  reported.  One  study  indicated  that  a  2.4-cm-diame- 
ter  tumor  located 4 .3  cm  in  depth  could  be  heated  to 43 "C 
with  minimal  heating in normal  tissues  by  a  focused  beam 
with  a  time-averaged  intensity  gain  of  approximately 2.4 

dB  [14].  Another  study  showed  that  a  4-cm-diameter  tu- 
mor  at  a  depth  of  13  cm  could be heated  to 43 "C with  a 
time-averaged  intensity  gain of 4.8 dB  [23]. Based on 
these  theoretical  intensity  gains,  a Gta of  3.0  dB was  cho- 
sen  for  the  tapered  phased  array. 

To calculate  the  array  length  necessary to heat selec- 
tively  a tumor of  a  given size,  one must consider  the fol- 
lowing: 1) losses  due  to  attenuation  incurred  along  the 
path  from  the  transducer to  the  tumor; 2) increased  path 
length  from  elements at  the  ends  of  the  array;  3)  direc- 
tionality of  the  elements;  and  4)  phase  quantization  er- 
rors.  Phase  quantization  errors  are  introduced  into  the 
system  when  digital  signal-processing  systems  are  used to 
produce  the  phase  shifts  necessary  for  focusing  and  steer- 
ing. All of  these  factors  are  best  considered  by  calculating 
the intensity field distribution  produced by an  array. A 
computer  program  was  developed  previously  for  this  pur- 
pose 1241. The  program  divides  the  elements of the  array 
into  subelements  that  are  small  enough so that  their fields 
can  be  represented, in the  region of interest, by the  far- 
field approximation.  The effect of the  tapered  elements 
was  taken  into  account by weighting  the  magnitude  and 
phase of the  acoustic  output  of  each  subelement  along  the 
height  of  the  element  using  the  results  from (9) and (lo), 
respectively. The total acoustic  pressure  at  a  specific  point 
in the field was  determined by summing  the  contributions 
at that  point  from  each  of  the  subelements after  correcting 
for  attenuation. 

Using  this  model  the  maximum  treatable  tumor  diam- 
eter  can  be  determined  when  the  frequency, array length, 
and  desired G,, are  specified.  The  gain  in intensity  at the 
focus  relative to that  near the  surface of the  array Gf in- 
cluding  the  effect of attenuation,  can be determined  from 
a  plot of intensity  versus  distance  from  the  array.  This 
gain is large  since  such  a  plot  does  not  consider  the  time- 
averaging  resulting  from  scanning the  beam in the x di- 
rection.  This  time-averaging  effect  is  considered by mul- 
tiplying Gf (expressed as a  ratio) by the  3-dB  beamwidth 
in the  x-direction.  However, Gf must first be adjusted for 
the  desired G,,, defined  previously,  to  yield  the  corrected 
gain G, given by 

G, = Gf - Gto. (11) 

Thus the  maximum  treatable  tumor  diameter D is approx- 
imately  given  by 

D = B x 1O(o.lcc) (12) 

where B is the  3-dB  beamwidth in the x direction  and  all 
gains  are  expressed  in  decibels [ 151. 

For a  tapered  phased  array  with  an  array  length  of 12.63 
cm  and  an  element  center-to-center  spacing of 1.97 mm, 
operating  at  a  frequency  of  650  kHz  (attenuation coeffi- 
cient, A = 0.1 Np/cm/MHz),  the field intensity  for 
points  close  to  the  array  is  approximately 14 dB below  the 
intensity at  the  focus  resulting in a Gf of 14 dB. A cor- 
rected  gain G, of 11 .O dB is calculated  from ( l  l ) ,  based 
on  a G,, of 3-dB.  The  3-dB  beamwidth of the  focus  at  650 
kHz is approximately 0.17  cm.  Therefore,  the  maximum 
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treatable  tumor  diameter is 2.1  cm at  a  depth of 8 cm,  as 
calculated  from ( 12). 

To obtain  the  intensity  gain  necessary  to  treat  tumors 
larger  than 2.1  cm,  the  array  would  have to  operate  at 
lower  frequencies  at  which  the  losses  due  to  attenuation 
in the  intervening  normal  tissue  are  less,  thereby  increas- 
ing the  intensity  gain GP However,  the  choice of the op- 
erating  frequency  range  cannot  be  too  low  because  sig- 
nificant  heating  behind the  tumor  could  occur.  Many 
factors  such as the  normal  and tumor  absorption coeffi- 
cients,  perfusion  levels in the  tumor  and  surrounding  tis- 
sue,  and  presence  of. bone  behind  the  tumor  will  deter- 
mine  the  minimum  frequency  that  may  be used. Based  on 
the  simulations  of  scanned  focused  ultrasound,  it  appears 
that  frequencies in the  neighborhood  of 500 kHz  could be 
used without  excessive  heating  of  the  surrounding  normal 
tissues [ 141, [23].  For a  tapered  array  operating  at 500 
kHz,  with  the  same  element  spacings  and  array  length as 
before,  the  maximum  treatable  tumor  diameter is 4.0  cm, 
nearly  double  that  at 650  kHz. 

The  fabrication  techniques  employed  for  hyperthermia 
phased  arrays are  somewhat  different  from  those  for  pro- 
ducing  linear  phased  arrays  for  imaging  since  the  former 
operate  with cw signals so that  the damping provided by 
a  backing  material  is  not  only  unnecessary,  but  undesir- 
able  because  of  the  resulting  reduction of efficiency. A 
tapered  phased  array  was  fabricated  from  a  15.2 X 15.2 
cm  lead  zirconate  titanate  ceramic  plate  with a tapered 
thickness of 4.3-5.8  mm,  corresponding  to a  frequency 
range  of 650-850 kHz.  The  plate was cut  into 64  strips, 
1.79 mm ( 5 10  percent)  wide.  The  variations in width 
resulted  from  errors in positioning the  saw  blade  used  to 
cut  the  ceramic.  The  64  elements  were  mounted,  air- 
backed, in an  anodized  aluminum  housing,  with  a  center- 
to-center  spacing of 1.97  mm.  Since  only  32  RF  power 
amplifiers  were  available  for  this  study,  all  measurements 
were  made  using  only  32  elements of the  array. 

When  a  tapered  ceramic  plate is cut  into  narrow  ele- 
ments,  the  resonance  frequency  range  will  no  longer  be 
determined  by  the  common  thickness  mode  resonance,  as 
is the case when  the  width  of  the  ceramic is  substantially 
larger  than  its  thickness.  Instead,  the  thickness  dilata- 
tional mode,  which  occurs  when  the  width  of  the  ceramic 
is less  than  its  thickness,  will  be  the  dominant  resonance 
mode.  The  measured  resonant  frequency  range  of  the  ar- 
ray was  approximately  500-700  kHz.  For  this  range of 
frequencies  the  element  center-to-center  spacing, in terms 
of wavelength,  varied  from 0.60 to 0.85 X. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL  TECHNIQUES 
The  acoustical  power  output of  the  tapered  phased  array 

transducer  was  determined  by  measuring  the  radiation 
force  exerted  on  a  reflecting  target.  The  target  was 7.6 X 
5.1 X 0.3  cm and  consisted  of  approximately  200-pm- 
thick  brass  plates  bonded  to  each  side  of  an  open  rectan- 
gular  Plexiglas  frame,  forming  an  air  gap  between  the 
plates  which  made  the  target  virtually  a  perfect  reflector. 
The  target  was  suspended  at an angle  of  45"  to the  inci- 

dent field by small  diameter  nylon  threads  and  enclosed 
by a  Plexiglas  frame  with  acoustic  windows  (5-km-thick 
polyethylene) in the  front  and  rear  to  prevent  convection 
and acoustic  streaming  from  affecting  the  response  of  the 
target. 

The total  acoustic  power  incident on the  target W was 
determined  from 

W =  
mgcd 

(L2 - d ) 2 112 

where m is the  mass  of  the  target,  corrected  for  buoyancy, 
g is the  acceleration of gravity, L is the  length  of  the sus- 
pension, c is the speed of sound,  and d is  the  horizontal 
deflection of the  target  which  occurs  when  the  sound  is 
present.  The  deflection d was  measured with a  catho- 
tometer  to  an  accuracy of 0.2  mm. 

To  determine  the  electrical  power  delivered to the  ar- 
ray,  the input  electrical  power  from  the  amplifier's  dc 
power  supply  was  measured. The total  electrical  power 
delivered  to  the  array,  based  on  the  average efficiency of 
the  amplifiers,  was  approximately 80 percent  of  the  input 
power  from  the  supply. 

Field  intensity  profiles  were  determined by mounting 
the  transducer  inside  a 50-1 Plexiglas  tank filled with  de- 
gassed  water  and  lined with sound  absorbing  material. The 
tank  was  mounted  on  a  milling  base  where  movement in 
three  rectangular  coordinate  directions  could  be  either 
controlled  manually or by a computer. A hydrophone 
probe,  consisting of a l-mm-diameter  20-MHz  PZT-SA 
ceramic  disk  mounted  at  the  tip of a  rigid  coaxial rod, was 
used to observe  the  acoustic field pressure  produced by 
the transducer.  The  output  of  the  hydrophone  probe  was 
amplified  and  measured  using  a  digital  voltmeter with an 
analog dc  output.  The  analog  output  signal was routed to 
a  25-kHz  analog-to-digital  converter  connected  to  a  Per- 
kin Elmer  7/32  minicomputer.  The  minicomputer  was 
programmed  to  move  the  tank  and  transducer  continu- 
ously in the  desired  coordinate  direction  and  to  record  the 
voltage  from  the  hydrophone  at  2-mm  intervals.  These 
data  were  squared  and  converted  to  decibels  relative to 
the  peak  amplitude for  storage  on  magnetic  tape  as  rela- 
tive  intensity. 

V. RESULTS 
Fig. 3 shows  a  comparison  of  the  experimental  and  the- 

oretical field profiles in the x direction  at z = 100 mm  for 
the  tapered  phased  array  developed  for  this  study  operat- 
ing at  650  kHz.  The  focus  is  steered off axis by 2.5  cm. 
Fig. 4 shows  the  experimental  and  theoretical  profiles  in 
the z direction  with  the  focus  on  axis ( x  = 0) .  These  two 
figures  illustrate  the  good  agreement  between  the  theoret- 
ically  predicted  fields  and  the  experimental  data for  the 
focal  region.  The differences  in  the sidelobe  intensities 
are  attributable to the variations in output  of  the  individ- 
ual  elements  due  to  their  impedance  differences.  There 
was  typically  a  15-percent  variation in the  magnitudes 
and  a Ifr 5" variation in the  phases of the  element  imped- 
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Fig. 3 .  Comparison of theoretical  and  experimental field profiles in x di- 
rection  at y = 50 mm (f = 650 kHz) and z = 100 mm.  Focus at (-25, 
50, 100) mm 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of theoretical  and  experimental field profiles in z di- 
rection at y = 50 mm ( f  = 650 kHz) and x = 0. FOCUS at (0, 50, 100) 
mm. 

ances.  Since  the  impedance of  an element is proportional 
to its  width [22],  the  measured  ten-percent  variation  in 
width  of  the  elements  would  seem to account  for most of 
the  impedance  differences.  Nonuniformity of the  proper- 
ties  of  the  ceramic  material  such  as  density,  speed  of 
sound,  and  polarization  would  also  contribute to the 
impedance  variations.  The  variation in the  magnitudes of 
the  impedances  would  result in an  approximately  15-per- 
cent  change in the  acoustical  power  outputs of the  ele- 
ments  assuming  each  were  driven  by  the  same  voltage.  In 
linear  arrays  manufactured  for  imaging,  such  variations 
in sensitivity (power  output)  and  delay  errors  (phase  er- 
rors)  cause the  side  lobes to  increase in number  and  am- 
plitude,  and  to  be  asymmetrical 1251. The main lobe, 
however, is not significantly  affected. 

Fig. 5  shows  a  comparison  of  the  intensity  profiles in 
the y direction  at 580, 620, and 650  kHz.  In  comparing 
the  three  profiles,  it is clear  that  a  frequency  shift  from 
580  to  650  kHz  moves  the  beam  approximately 6 cm in 
the y direction.  The  theoretical  predictions  were  based on 
a Q, of 8 for  the  580  and  620  kHz  cases,  and  a Q,,, of 11 

- E X P E R I M E N T A L  
- - - - T H E O R E T I C A L  

~~ 

= 650 kHz .  

for  the 650  kHz  case. The Q,,, at  650  kHz  was  greater  to 
simulate  the  damping  from  the  clamped  end of the  ele- 
ment  since  its  3-dB  region of excitation  was  at  the very 
end of  the  elements.  This  clamping in effect  caused  a  nar- 
rowing of the 3-dB beamwidth, which  gave  the  appear- 
ance  of  an  increase in Q, of 3 .  The  discrepancies  between 
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with the  fact  that  most  of  the  heat  removal  will  be  to  the 
water,  with  or without  cooling  of  the back  surface. 

70 VI, CONCLUSION 
The  acoustical fields  predicted  from  the  theoretical 

model  of  the  tapered  elements  have  been  shown to  agree 
60 

- - D 50 well  with  the  experimental data.  With  this model it is pos- 
D sible  to  design  other  tapered  phased  arrays  and  predict  the a 

40 
X 580 k H z  array's  acoustical  output  as a function  of  position in the y 
A620 kHz 

30 0 650 kHz direction. 
The  results  of  the  acoustical  power  output  measure- 

width,  and  580-  to  650-kHz  frequency  range would  pro- 
duce a  maximum  acoustical  power  output  ranging  from 
approximately  120  to  160 W.  For  an attenuation coeffi- 

20 ments  suggest  that 64 elements,  with a 1.79-mm  element 

10 
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PE(WI cient  of 0.1 Np/cm/MHz,  the  total  acoustical  power 

Fig. 6 .  Acoustical power output P ,  versus electrical power input to am- 
plifiers PE. 

the  theoretical  and  experimental  profiles at 650  kHz  are 
attributed  to  this  clamping  effect. 

The  acoustical  power  output of the  tapered  phased  array 
was  measured  as  a  function  of  input  electrical  power  using 
the  radiation  force  technique.  The  efficiency  of  the  array 
was  determined by measuring  the  acoustical  power in the 
focused  main  beam, with 32 elements  excited,  as a  func- 
tion of the  input  electrical power  supplied  to  the  ampli- 
fiers. Fig. 6 shows  the  results  for  driving  frequencies  of 
580,  620,  and  650  kHz.  The  target  was  positioned  at  the 
focus  of  the  array,  set  at (0, y ,  100  mm), where  the y 
position  was  determined by the  driving  frequency.  The 
overall  efficiency of the  array  and  amplifiers  was  calcu- 
lated  from  Fig. 6 to  be  approximately 28 percent.  The 
small  variations in efficiency (four  percent)  with  fre- 
quency  can  be  attributed  to  the  quality  of  the  match  be- 
tween  the  electrical  impedances  of  the  elements  and  the 
amplifiers.  These  plots  indicate  that  the  acoustic  output  at 
the  focus  started to level  out  at  approximately 60 W at 
650  kHz, 70 W at 620  kHz,  and 80 W at  580  kHz.  This 
observed  increase in acoustical  power  output  at  the  start 
of the  nonlinearity  with  decreased  frequency  can be  ex- 
plained by examining  the  modes of power  dissipation in 
the  ceramic. 

The  power dissipation is due  primarily  to  internal  di- 
electric  and  mechanical  losses  which  convert  electrical  and 
mechanical  energy  to  heat.  The  temperature  rise  resulting 
from  these  losses  can  cause a  reduction in the efficiency 
of  the  ceramic. Both  dielectric  and  mechanical  losses  are 
proportional to frequency  and,  therefore,  the  higher  the 
frequency  (cw),  the  greater  the  power  dissipation  and 
temperature rise in the  ceramic  [26].  Elevated  tempera- 
tures  will  lower  the  mechanical  quality  factor Qm,  thus 
reducing  the efficiency of  the  ceramic 1271. 

The  acoustical  power  output  measurements  were  re- 
taken with forced  air  cooling  on  the  back of the  elements. 
The  cooling  did  not  have  a  measurable effect on  the 
acoustical  power  output  of  the ahay, which is consistent 

available  at  an  8-cm  focal  depth  for  a  frequency  of  650 
kHz is approximately  42  W.  Therefore,  the  maximum 
time-averaged  intensity  available  to  heat  a 2. l-cm  diam- 
eter  tumor  at  a  depth of 8 cm  is  approximately 12 W/cm2. 
If the  tumor  has an absorption  coefficient  of 0.08 
Np/cm/MHz,  an  absorbed  power  density  of  approxi- 
mately l . 3  W/cm3  could  be  produced  at  the  8-cm  depth. 
Several  theoretical  studies  suggest  that  absorbed  power 
densities  of  150-200  mW/cm3 in the  tumor  are  necessary 
to  produce  tumor  temperatures of  at  least  43 "C [ 141, [23]. 
Therefore,  based  on  these  studies, an  array  with 64 ele- 
ments  would be  able  to  treat a 2.  l-cm-diameter  tumor  up 
to 8 cm in depth  with  an  intensity  gain of 3 dB. 

Since  the  majority of tumors  one would  wish to  treat 
are  greater  than  2  cm in diameter, it  would  be  desirable 
to modify the  transducer so that it could  treat larger tu- 
mors.  Based on the  intensity  gain  calculations  and  the 
acoustical  power  output  measurements, it appears  that  the 
frequency  range  of  the  tapered  phased  array  should be  de- 
creased in future  designs. A transducer  operating  at  a  de- 
creased  frequency  will  be  able  to  treat  larger  tumors  with 
the same intensity  gain  and  will  have  a greater  acoustical 
power  output  before  reaching  a  saturation  level.  The 
greater  acoustical  power  output  at  lower  frequencies is not 
only due  to  decreased  internal  losses, but also  to  the  larger 
element  widths  allowable  with  the  lower  frequencies.  On 
the other  hand, a decrease in frequency will decrease  the 
absorbed  power  density.  For  example,  at 500 kHz a  time- 
averaged  intensity  of 12 W/cm2  at  the  tumor will produce 
an absorbed  power  density  of  only  960  mW/cm3,  com- 
pared to 1.3  W/cm3 calculated  for  the  same  tumor  size 
and  location in the  650-kHz  case.  However, this is still 
well above  the  200  mW/cm3  which  has  been  suggested 
as sufficient  for  heating tumors. 

Future  theoretical  studies  require  incorporation  of  the 
bioheat  equation  with  the  predicted field intensity  patterns 
of the  tapered  phased  array  to  determine  the  temperature 
distributions  expected in the  irradiated tissue.  With  such 
a  model  the  intensity  gain  and  power  deposition  necessary 
to  heat  selectively  a  given tumor  can  be  determined.  Once 
this is accomplished,  the  required  acoustical  power  output 
and  frequency  range  of  the  array  can  be  better  estimated. 
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